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 Muuto Unfold pendant
lamp in Terracotta,
£155, Amara.
amara.com

autumn winter
interior trends

The transition from summer to the colder months doesn’t just bring
shorter days, frosty mornings, and evenings by the fire – it’s also about
making your home cosier without compromising on style. We’ve
picked out our favourite new-season pieces to give your space a lift

Terracotta

1

Elkin four-seater leather chaise sofa,
£4995, Habitat. habitat.co.uk

Reminiscent of autumn
leaves, this rich burntorange tone is ideal
for amping up the comfort
factor this time of year.
The shade instantly makes
a space feel warmer,
working well against dark
and moody backdrops.
Think beyond brickwork
and look out for paints
as well as fabrics too.

 Ceramic round wall
mirror, £49.50, Oliver Bonas.
oliverbonas.com
 Custom bathroom
design, price
on application,
Boundary Space.
boundaryspace.com

A staple on brunch menus, the humble avocado has
become a national obsession – and when it comes to
interiors, it’s the fruit’s botanical green tones that we can’t get
enough of. If the idea of the avocado bathroom returning
isn’t quite for you, why not try incorporating the colour
elsewhere in your home instead? We love this double bed.

Manette bedstead in green velvet,
£1795 for a double, Soho Home.
sohohome.com

Velvet

3
 Solus single-ended bath in Tiled Orange,
from £1428, The Albion Bath Company.
albionbathco.com

Words: Yvette Murrell
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Avocado

Top
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For winter nights, a sumptuous velvet throw seems a sure
choice – but this year we’re seeing the material on unexpected
products, too. Great for making a room feel nice and cosy.
Our top pick is this collection of colourful velvet lamps – a quick
and easy update for a bedroom or living area.
u

 Velvet lampshades, from £23, Abode Living. abodeliving.co.uk
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Birds
of a feather

4

Feathered dining chairs
by Bethan Gray, £698
each, Anthropologie.
anthropologie.com

 Sara Miller Chelsea collection pink
bird teacup and saucer, £22.50,
Daisy Park. daisypark.co.uk
 Crane cushion, £12, Tesco. tesco.com

Channelling Japanese
design with detailed
illustrations of
long-legged birds
such as cranes and
herons, this trend is
all about promoting
peacefulness and
being at one with
nature. Incorporate it
into your existing décor
with small accessories
to create a calming
corner somewhere
in your home.

 Pino coffee table,
£199.99, My Furniture.
my-furniture.co.uk

5

Ombré
walls

Matt emulsion in Carrie, £18 for 2.5 litres;
Period collection flat matt emulsion in
Steam Engine, £21.50 for 2.5 litres, Crown.
crownpaints.co.uk

Tancho wallpaper in Mahogony by Maison C,
£224 per sq m, George Spencer Designs.
georgespencer.com

Colour outside the lines to create a stunning
statement wall. Start with a light base and
layer over darker tones to create a blurred
ombré effect – no masking tape required.
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Scalloped
edges
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 Salvesen Graham
x Jennifer Manners
Scallop rug, from £1490,
Jennifer Manners.
jennifermanners.co.uk

The glamour of the 1920s has made a big comeback – but if you
are reluctant take on the trend in its entirety, pick out the softcurved edging of scallops instead. A key element in the style, it can
be found on all sorts of pieces – from furniture to floorcoverings –
and still works well within a contemporary setting. We bet you’ll see
this trend everywhere this season.
u

 Bethan Gray Shamsian Nizwa sideboard in Jade Green,
£9420, WA Green. wagreen.co.uk
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The latest Nordicinspired trend is an
adaptation of the clean
and light concept of
Scandi-living. Simplicity
is key, while chunky knits
and tactile textures will
make you feel like you
have escaped to
a mountain lodge.

 Ila Lambswool throws, £180,
and cushion covers, £52.90
each, Shimu. shimu.co.uk
 Andra large chunky-knit
bean bag in Teal, £149, Made.
made.com

Walnut

8

Trade your ash and oak
for a distinctly darker
shade. Walnut furniture
with a Mid-century
modern design creates
sleek and sophisticated
scheme and looks
perfect with black
detailing and brass
finishes – smart.

 Lombard

m Cerused mix

wood-effect chevron
tiles, £49.95 per sq m,
Walls and Floors.
wallsandfloors.co.uk

 Treviso desk in walnut, £2225,
Ercol. ercol.com
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handwoven rug in
Golden Chevron,
£229, Swoon Editions.
swooneditions.com

 Yoko sideboard in Dark Oak,
£699, John Lewis. johnlewis.com
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 310 small ceiling

light, £150; 310
large ceiling light,
£310, Alp Design.
alp-design.co.uk

 Plumage black feather
pendant lamp, £560, The
French Bedroom Company.
frenchbedroomcompany.co.uk

 Etch pendant in
black, £350, Tom Dixon.
tomdixon.net

 Abigail Ahern Pax pendant, £120,
Debenhams. debenhams.com
Who says lighting needs to be, well, light? Make a statement with a shapely pendant.
The shade’s structure will change how the light shines onto surfaces and determine
the room’s mood. Plus, these pendants look just as impressive when switched off.

Clifton sideboard, £999; Clifton tall storage, £1199;
Clifton coffee table, £299; Matera corner chaise in
cobalt blue St Moritz wool, £3799; Column black
table lamp, £149; Oval flask by Katarina Klug, £80;
Square vase by Katarina Klug, £65; The Big Sleep
print by King & McGaw, £90, all Heal’s. heals.com
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Chevrons

7

Black lighting

Rattan pendant, £175; Kudu Seagrass rug, £155; Cream
chunky knit throw, £80; Shani tassel cushion, £45; Iniko
cushion, £55; Grey washed velvet cushion, £36; Tipped
cashmere cushion, £55; Iniko rug, £240; Petrified woodtop side table, £150; Conical brass floor lamp, £265; Rattan
lounge chair, £495; Lustred glass vase in blue, £40; Rattan
screen, £496, all French Connection. frenchconnection.com

Pure comfort
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This simple pattern adds a layer of detail wherever it is
used – it doesn’t have to be confined to wood flooring.
A timeless look, you can tile your bathroom in a zigzag
pattern, find cushions and rugs in colourful prints, or
KBB
invest in furniture featuring this subtle design.
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